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Federal Rules Of Civil Procedure, 2014 (Selected Statutes)
Synopsis

Updated to include the latest amendments and proposals, this statutory supplement provides the clearest and most useful collection of statutes and rules for courses in civil procedure—even including a sample set of local rules. The Supplement™s unique organizational structure presents much information, but manages to do so without sacrificing a clean and usable presentation of the rules. A clever system of annotation succinctly explains amendments, and a separate presentation of the advisory committee notes now grouped by rule allows inclusion of red-lined versions of the rules, thus making the notes easy to understand and enabling reconstruction of the versions formerly in effect. This presentation reflects the fact that advisory committee notes are as important to a theoretical study of civil procedure as to a doctrinal or practical approach. For more information visit the companion site.
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Customer Reviews

This book is a joke. It's just a re-print of all the publicly accessible federal rules.

Great for any 1L civil procedure course

Great buy, came as described, on time.